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ABSTRACT
The last years brought many novel challenges for the Internet of

Things (IoT). Low capital and operational expenditures, massive

deployments of devices, reliability and security are among the most

crucial ones. The recently introduced Low-power wide area (LPWA)

technologies provide one possible way of addressing these chal-

lenges. In the current paper, we focus on one of the most mature

LPWA technology, namely Sigfox. We provide a brief security as-

sessment of this technology and highlight the main security imper-

fections. Notably, we also consider the recent changes introduced

in the last revision of the Sigfox specification released in the fourth

quarter of 2017. Importantly, this paper discusses the highlighted

issues and compares three selected cryptographic encryption so-

lutions (AES, ChaCha and OTP) in respect to the main IoT triad

of performance, security and cost. We investigate the encryption

solutions and characterize their energy consumption in a real-life

implementation. The results herein presented are useful for under-

standing the cost of enabling security aspects and enable selecting

the most efficient encryption protocol.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT), where objects are capable to com-

municate with each other without any human interaction [7], is a

current trend in communication technologies and will become an

important component of the future. In the past years, the interest in

this area grew exponentially, which is also confirmed by the results

from our keyword analysis displayed in Figure 1. Moreover, Figure

1 shows also the growing interest in security related to IoT (more

than half of the items found for the keyword “Internet of Things”

also refer to security).

The high interest in the IoT Security is caused by the expo-

nential growth of IoT objects and their fast deployment, which

often causes various vulnerabilities [10] and gives rise to different

security challenges [37]. Nowadays, the Low Power Wide Area Net-

works (LPWAN) are among the most discussed technologies for IoT
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Figure 1: Results of keyword search for the term “Internet
of Things” and “Internet of things”+”Security” in Google
Scholar for selected years 1980–2018.
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Figure 2: Results of keyword search for LPWAN and IoT in
Google Scholar for selected years 1980–2018.

and represent a novel communication paradigm [26]. LPWANS are

typically characterized among others by limited energy, low cost,

and lower security level. The LPWAN was reported by Ericsson in

November 2017 mobility report as a communication technology

with the highest compound annual growth rate (CAGR) among all

other IoT technologies [21]. The growing interest for LPWAN (also

in area of IoT) is also displayed in Figure 2. The keyword search was

carried out for IoT, LPWAN and three main technologies - Sigfox,

Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) and Narrowband-IoT

(NB-IoT). Most of the items dealing with LPWAN also refer to the

Internet of Things.

The LPWANs are low-cost, low-power, long-range communi-

cation technologies developed for harvesting information from

millions of nodes. However, the LPWAN follows also the trend

known from the IoT and entails several security issues such as

lack of adequate support of over-the-air updates, no encryption for

application payload (potential eavesdropping), and generally low

complexity of security [17, 26].

This paper focuses on providing the most up to date information

about one of the most adopted LPWAN technology Sigfox together

with recent news from Q4/2017. Moreover, we provide security

assessment for the cryptographic algorithms used in the commu-

nication chain and highlight the imperfections and critical issues.

Furthermore, we provide one of the first analysis of consumption

and time complexity for the suggested cipher by Sigfox documen-

tation for end-to-end encryption and also provide suggestions of

different alternatives. The key contribution of this paper is to bring

together original theoretical and practical results, which should

help with future research and also address the user issues in this

very specific LPWAN technology. Additionally, we provide in-depth

discussion on the security issue of Sigfox and propose also future

directions of the research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the follow-

ing section, we describe the technical specifics of Sigfox technology

and also provide discussion on security issues and challenges. Our

proposed solution to deal with unsolved confidentiality is included

in Section 3. In Section 4, the laboratory environment and used

methods are introduced. The main results of this paper are placed

in Section 5. They are followed by a discussion, conclusion and

suggestions for future research in Section 6.
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Figure 3: Example of the security, performance, low-cost
triad.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Description of Sigfox technology
As previously said, we are focusing on one of the most mature

LPWAN technology Sigfox, which is a proprietary technology

owned by same named French company Sigfox Inc, which follows

the business-to-business (B2B) model in order to provide commu-

nication service similar to the cellular one across the world. This

technology is very limited due to its low data rate of 100 bps, max.

payload of 12/8 octets (up/down) and a max. of 140/4 (up/down)

transmissions per day [2, 11, 17]. IoT is based on the three main

principle so-called triad of security, performance and low cost (Fig-

ure 3) [9] as same as to the limited Sigfox. Therefore, there always

need to be a good balance between all three parameters of this

triad. This paper focuses on improving the security of Sigfox with

minimal impact on performance or cost.

2.2 Related Studies
Several papers are discussing the security issues of Sigfox. However,

they do not get deep into details. Poursafar et. al [24] point out
the fact that Sigfox is proprietary solution with higher potential

risk. Moreover, Centenaro et. al [6] comes to a very similar finding

adding that Sigfox is leaving the final security on the user. From a

real security assessment point of view, Sigfox security solution is

based on the following key components [32–34]:

• Static manufacturer key, the so-called Porting Authorization

Code (PAC), which is employed while registering devices to

the network (re-generated after use).

• Unique device identifier (ID), which is used together with

the unique Network Authentication Key (NAK) generated by

the server in a Cipher-based Message Authentication Code

function (CMAC) for device authentication.

• Message Integrity Code (MIC) with a size of 2–5 bytes, which

is calculated from a message payload and ensures the mes-

sage integrity together with a sequence number provided by

basic counter for message freshness.

• Each message is sent three times to provide service availabil-

ity, but there is no acknowledgment.
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Furthermore, the Sigfox documentation discusses the encryption

by means of the symmetric cipher AES-128 in a stream counter

mode (CTR) [32]. However, this encryption is not yet implemented

and it does not provide the application layer end-to-end encryption

from the sensor to the end-user. This imperfection might hinder the

usage of Sigfox in the context of more critical applications, where

private and sensitive data is transferred.

3 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Due to their very specifics and features, the security solution for

LPWAN systems in general, and for SigFox in particular, should be

[3, 16, 25, 30, 38]:

• Low-power - Sigfox technology uses battery powered sen-

sors with lifetime of several years. This means that is crucial

to find ciphers with low computational complexity, and low

time and power requirements.

• No heading - Sigfox has payload limitations of 12 B, which

leaves no extra space for all sorts of overheads. Therefore,

the final ciphers should not increase the message payload by

additional or redundant data such as control counts, stamps

or others.

• Low data rate and message limitation - Sigfox has data rate

of 100/600 bps (uplink/downlink) and max. 140/4 messages

per day (uplink/downlink). This means that it is vital to focus

on ciphers, which do not require additional communication

or information exchange. Moreover, the message delivery is

naturally unreliable - any packet may get lost and the system

must be able to handle it. This means to focus on ciphers

without needs of acknowledgments or public parameters

exchange.

• Low price - Sigfox is a low-cost solution for end-users, any

increase of device price (even a relatively low one) might

exclude the device from the final market.

• Low memory - Most of the Sigfox devices are often simple

sensors with very limited memory capacity. Therefore, the

final solution should minimize the memory requirements as

much as possible.

As one can see from the list above, such often-used solutions

as asymmetric cryptography or elliptic curve cryptography do

not fit well for LPWANs. The asymmetric cryptography works

mostly with high key-lengths, which is not suitable for small Sigfox

payload of 12 B. Furthermore, the elliptic curve algorithms are based

on the parametric exchanges, which does not suite to the Sigfox

limited number of message transmissions. Due to these reasons,

the limitations of Sigfox exclude most of the modern algorithms

and leave the use of the symmetric ciphers as the only possibility.

The symmetric cryptosystems use one secret keys for both de-

cryption and encryption. The modern symmetric cryptosystems

are divided into two categories: (i) the block ciphers, and (ii) the

stream ciphers. The block symmetric ciphers see the message as

a n-block, where n is a non-zero number of blocks. There are also

block ciphers with very small sized blocks such as Tiny Encryption

Algorithm (TEA [36], XTEA [20], or XXTEA [29]) or padding tech-

niques, which help to fill empty blocks. However, these techniques

add additional complexity to the final solution or impacting the

performance/cost (i.e. using only part of the payload). Therefore,

we will search in the area of symmetric stream ciphers.

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is supported

and widely used, also supports the stream mode, the so called

Counter mode (CTR). AES was recommended in the Sigfox docu-

mentation as a one of the options. However, Bernstein [5] intro-

duced the new stream cipher ChaCha in 2008, which is based on the

Salsa cipher and should be faster than the AES cipher. In any case,

Sigfox is a step back from the traditional continuous communication

to ad-hoc periodical communication. Therefore, we might consider

also the nontraditional and unconventional ciphers. Shannon et.
al [31] introduces in 1949 very strong notion of perfect secrecy

for the One Time Pad cipher (OTP), which is based on the Vernam

Cipher introduces by Miller [4] and reinvented by Vernam in [35].

The proof of perfect secrecy for OTP is discussed in Appendix A.

The OTP has very specific requirements:

• all used keys must be truly random, therefore a true random

number generator (TRNG) is required,

• the key generation and exchange must be done via a trusted

channel,

• each key must be at least as long as the message,

• the keys must remain secret and should be used only once

then they should be securely deliminated.

For themodern systems, themajor problem referred to the OTP is

the number of keys. Nevertheless, Sigfox covers only a limited num-

ber of messages and the communication has periodical character.

Moreover, Sigfox nodes have limited power and battery life-time,

which we can use for computing the maximal number of messages.

Counting 5 years of lifetime [19] and a maximum of 140 messages

per day, then we get 255 500 of message, which equals 3.066MB

(considering 12 B payload). This stands for maximum number of

message, but the typical periodicity of Sigfox communication is

even lower, e.g., one message per day. Therefore, the Sigfox natu-

rally deals with the main OTP challenge. In the rest of the paper,

we will consider the three selected ciphers: (i) AES-128-CTR, (ii)

Cha-Cha20, and (iii) OTP:

• AES-128 was selected as a recommended cipher from many

standards (i.e. recommendation for federal information sys-

tems and organizations - NIST SP800-53 [27], or by guide

to industrial control systems security - NIST SP800-82 [13])

and the CTR mode come out from the recommendation of

the last Sigfox technical report on security [32].

• The ChaCha20 was selected as a promising and relatively

new stream cipher, which should give better performance

compared to the AES cipher [5].

• Last but not least, the selection of OTP cipher was moti-

vated by Occam’s Razor, a principle attributed to the logi-

cian William of Ockham: “All things being equal, the simplest
solution tends to be the best one.” and basic thought of theo-

retical physicist Albert Einstein: “Everything Should Be Made
as Simple as Possible, But Not Simpler”. We believe that OTP

might be the simplest possible answer to the confidentiality

imperfection of Sigfox.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Sigfox is operator based technology, therefore, the Czech national

Sigfox network was used for the presented experimental measure-

ments from operator SimpleCell. The SimpleCell claims to have

coverage of 95 % population and coverage of 92 % land. Moreover,

the service provide 99+% availability. The measurement were taken

in Brno with 100 % success rate (100 messages sent/received).

As a hardware, we used customized Arduino UNO board with

low-power components (see Figure 4). The main parts are: 8-bit

AVR CMOS microcontroller ATMEGA328P-PU [1] (up to 0.1 µA in

sleep mode, max. 20MHz), real time clock RTC - MCP7940N-I/P

(up to 1.4 µA in sleep mode) [18], temperature sensors DS18B20

(up to 0.75 µA in sleep mode) [8], Sigfox node WISOL SFM10R1

(up to 2 µA sleep mode) [15]. Moreover, the ATMEGA328-PU has

function of “Programming Lock for Software Security” to provide

simple protection for the firmware. This hardware setup provides

an appropriate environment for the implementation with very low

power consumption. For the measurement, we were considering

the frequency of ATMEGA328P-PU of 4, 8 and 16MHz.

As a firmware (software), we used an open-source cryptography

library for Arduino boards - Arduino Cryptography Library [28].

This library contains, among the others, the block cipher AES-128

with stream mode CTR (128-bit key and 4 B of IV used for block

counting) and stream cipher ChaCha20 (8 B nonce, 8/12/20 rounds

with 128/256-bit key) [28]. Both encryption algorithms suite the

requirements established already in Section 3. Additionally, we also

use our own library with implementation of OTP (see Algorithm 1)

and own implementation of the communication stack.

We are using the precomputed keys, which are considered to

be loaded within the manufacturing process in the secure memory.

ATMEGA328P-PUMCP7940N I/P

DS 18B20

104nF

3x 10k 

2x 10μF

4k7
10k 

22pF

16 MHz

22pF
10pF

32,768kHz

10pF RESET

Tx

Rx

GND

3V3

WISOL SFM10R1

Figure 4: Our low-power hardware setup based on the Ar-
duino UNO board and used for the measurements.

Algorithm 1 One Time Pad Encryption

Require: One time key k ∈ {0, 1}n , messagem ∈ {0, 1}n , where n is size of k,m
Ensure: Ciphertext c ∈ {0, 1}n
1: for (i ← 0) to n − 1 do
2: c i ← m i ⊕ k i
3: end for
4: return c

This will ensure that the TRNG does not need to be a part of the final

sensor. Instead, the keys can be generated in by TRNG placed in

server with higher computational capacity. Moreover, each key k is

deleted after first use (and the table is shifted). The synchronization

between server and client is handled by the message sequence

number, which we also use to keep synchronization between client-

server key-table.

Finally, the experiment was conducted in laboratory environ-

ment with 25°C and the high quality DC Power Analyzer N6705B

from Agilent (Keysight) Technologies [14] was used to monitor the

current consumption profiles of the test device. The used sample

size was 1.00352ms for initial communication measurements and

81.92 µs for measuring the encryption algorithms. The voltage level

was set to 3V. The monitored values were power consumption

represented by average current Icurr_avr (the N6705B measure

multiple current values and average them) and time consumption t
of each method.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Initial measurements
The initial measurement was focused on the investigation of the

encryption general impact in context of the whole communication

process. The results are displayed in Figure 5. We compared scenar-

ios without (NON) andwith encryption (AES, the AES-128-CTRwas

selected as a reference of secure system). The experiment was as

follows. Firstly, the sensor wake up from deep-sleep, consumption

for which is constant (equals value of 9 µA) and then the initial-

ization phase starts (first peak, approx. 10mA) and data process

(second peak, approx. 8mA), where also the encryption is present.

Followed by three main peaks, which are representing the trans-

mission of the three repetitions of one Sigfox message (each approx.

60mA for 12 B payload). The most power demanding process is

the transmission also in comparison to the encryption, which has

only negligible impact to the final power consumption. The high

power consumption is caused by transmission time (<5 sec) and

necessary additive modules such as radio module. We can see that

lowering the number of messages per day is the crucial part for the

application and battery-life time. Moreover, we show the efficiency

of selected algorithms and final impact on the power consumption

of additive encryption (which needs just the CPU).
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Figure 5: Results of power consumption measurement for
communication system with and without encryption.
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5.2 Encryption Consumption Analysis
To clearly see the impact of the encryption, we conducted mea-

surement focused only on the encryption part, where we com-

pared three selected ciphers AES, ChaCha and OTP. Also, different

CPU frequency was utilized (4/8/16MHz) to simulate scenarios

of different IoT nodes with different performance. The results are

displayed in Figure 6. The CPU frequency has obvious impact on

the power consumption. A system without encryption (NON) has

mean consumption of 2/4/6mA consumption for 4/8/16MHz (lin-

ear dependency) with very similar characteristic of systems with

encryption. The least power demanding algorithm is AES-128-CTR

with power consumption very close to the system without encryp-

tion (mean of 2.5/4.5/6.5mA for 4/8/16MHz). Followed by OTP with

mean of 3/5/7mA for 4/8/16MHz and ChaCha20/20 with mean of

3.5/4.5/7.5mA for 4/8/16MHz. The mean speed of each cipher was

for 4/8/16MHz as follows: AES-128-CTR - 17.5/8.0/3.8ms, OTP -

16.3/8.4/3.8ms and ChaCha20/20 - 16.5/9.5/3.8ms. The measure-

ments show that OTP is the fastest solution for the lower CPU

frequencies and AES the fastest for the higher CPU frequencies.

6 CONCLUSION
The applications that require a stronger SigFox security level must

solve end-to-end confidentiality, and data authentication and in-

tegrity. The data that is exchanged between end devices and the

SigFox infrastructure (i.e. in a radio part) must be secured in the

same manner as data on the internet. Using efficient ciphers is

important, but the most power consuming process seems to be

the message transmission. However, ciphers must adapt to the

restricted length of the data payload in the SigFox message.

Based on the result displayed in Figure 5, it is clear that encryp-

tion has only minimal impact on the power consumption. This

piece of knowledge is essential to the triad from Figure 3. The lower

power consumption leads to lower costs, respectively, leads to the

possibility of using the higher security level for IoT application.

Moreover, the measurements displayed in Figure 6 show that AES-

128-CTR might be a least power consumption demanding solution.

However, the ChaCha provides, compared to AES, resistance to tim-

ing attacks as well as cache-collision attacks. Moreover, the ChaCha

is less complex implementation in comparison to AES. Furthermore,

the ChaCha is also, contrary to AES, proposed in the IETF protocol

and used, e.g., by Google in TLS connections [22]. Additionally, the

OTP shows comparable results with regards to power consumption

and time complexity. The OTP provides possibly the most secure

solution. However, there are still many open questions regarding

OTP such as:

• Key storage - The clientmust ensure the secure key storage in

the low-power memory (from our separated measurements,

the standard SD cards consume approx. 150 µA) and the

server must ensure secure large key storage on multiple

places (to avoid simple one-point attacks).

• Sufficient number of keys - Considering the area of IoT in

which billions of devices are being connected, even if Sigfox

would take only one part of the market, there would have

to be a sufficient solution for generating new unique sets of

one-time keys for each node.

• Key generation - this paper introduced the possibility of us-

ing precomputed key-table. However, there are already low-

power, low-cost random number generators (RNG), which

might provide better performance and lower power con-

sumption than the introduced solution. These RNG are al-

ready getting implemented tomicrocontrollers or theremight

be a simple physical way to generate true random bits such

as using the radio or ADC noise. Nevertheless, separated

and more deep analysis is required.

Another aspect related to the implementation of the security

for low-power systems is to make a choice between different soft-

ware and hardware implementations. For example, Piotrowski et. al
[23] showed that an appropriate hardware implementation enables

significant energy savings. However, the software implementation

already brings a sufficient, low-cost and low power solution com-

pared to the long on-air time with high energy consumption for

communication. Therefore, the software implementation appears

to be a decent compromise for LPWANs, which contributes to a

reduction of costs.

Besides application data security, the key management is also

important. The current solution offers static key management based

on symmetric cryptography. Nevertheless, the system must be able

to react to various attacks such as stolen devices, key leakage, and

others. Therefore, new key establishing is the required property.

A ONE TIME PAD PERFECT SECRECY
This section provide the proof of the OTP perfect secrecy based on

the sources [4, 12, 31, 35].

Definition A.1. Let us have the encryption scheme E and the

message spaceM . Then E overM is perfectly secure just and only

if, for all messagesm ∈ M and ciphertext c applies the probability
P [m |c] = P [m].
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Theorem A.2. The algorithm OTP is a perfectly secure encryption
scheme.

Proof. Lets define M = {0,1}n , where n stands for number of

messages. Then form ∈ M and also any c applies:

P [m |c] =
P [m ∧ c]

P [c]
=

P [c |m] · P [m]

P [c]
, (1)

Probability of ciphertext P [c] over all messages in the message

space is the sum of:

P [c] =
∑
m∈M

P [c |m] · P [m] , (2)

where for anym,c applies:

P [c |m] = P [c ⊕m] = 2
−n . (3)

Combining the equation 2 and 3:

P [c] =
∑
m∈M

2
−n · P [m] = 2

−n . (4)

Comparing the equation 1 and 4, we can assume that OTP is

perfectly secure. �

However, the perfect secrecy is conditional and there need to

be same probability for m,c , also two different messages m1,m2

must have same probability, algorithm must use true random k
with length at least equal tom, k must differs for each message and

must be securely destroyed after use [12].
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